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June 29, 2022 

POSITION STATEMENT FROM SEMIAHMOO RESORT ASSOCIATION ON NEW HOUSING DEVELOPMENTS 
WITHIN THE SEMIAHMOO IMPACT REGION 

To whom it may concern: 

Semiahmoo is one of the most unique and beautiful Resort Communities in the Western US – very rare.  
Because of this it represents a highly sought-after location.  Importantly, it is a significant financial asset for 
the City of Blaine and Whatcom County, providing a critically important stimulant for tourism, economic 
growth, and residential growth.  It is therefore critically important for both the future of the City and the 
Resort Community, that development surrounding the SRA maintain an environment and aesthetic that 
safeguards the integrity of the Resort Community. 

The Semiahmoo Resort Association Board of Directors supports well-planned, reasonable, and needed 
housing development in the Semiahmoo influence area.  Recent proposals represent approximately 1,600 
new residences and commercial buildings, potentially tripling the size and population of the immediate 
Semiahmoo area.    For these reasons, and due to negative infrastructure impacts currently being 
experienced by the SRA, we find it imperative that a pause must be taken to fully assess and address the 
following concerns prior to the commencement of any further plat approvals: 

• Completion of a Regional Stormwater Plan for all areas lying west of Shintaffer Road and north of, 
and including Birch Bay, with inter-jurisdictional approvals from Whatcom County and the City of 
Blaine; 

• Traffic impact study and improvement plan, including railroad crossings near I-5 and any local road 
and signal upgrades necessary to accommodate increased traffic from proposed and anticipated 
developments in the above stated region. 

• Full SEPA Environmental Impact Statement for the above stated area to include, but not limited to, 
all utilities, wildlife, and air quality. 

• Completion of a Fire and Emergency Services and Response plan to meet adequate levels based 
on projected increase in population and businesses within the above stated region.  
 

All of the above stated studies must be completed and adopted via a public hearings process in order to 
include input of desires, needs and vision of residents and business owners within the outlined area. 

 All local, state and Federal regulations for development must be met, including, but not limited to, 
environmental effects on, aquifers, stormwater run-off and collection, utility services, wildlife and native 
vegetation, traffic concerns, police and fire department coverage, retention of native trees and aesthetic 
agreement with nearby neighborhoods.  
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The Board does not support requests for variances that diminish the strictness of these regulations, 
particularly if they may be decided based on history with the developer, a desire for more taxable income, a 
desire to speed the development process, or any other non-objective reasoning.  

The strictest requirements of multiple governmental and local covenants and rules and regulations for 
development (e.g., Semiahmoo CC&Rs, City of Blaine regulations and requirements, Birch Bay municipal 
codes, Whatcom County regulations, etc), must be fully met. 

The methods and data used in growth studies and forecasts that are used to justify future development 
must be made transparent and available to the public and the Board. 

The Board takes seriously its fiduciary duty to its members to maintain and protect property values, a clean 
and safe environment, and the aesthetic values of well-built homes in an urban, wooded and seaside 
environment. 

Sincerely, 

 

The Semiahmoo Resort Association Board of Directors 

 

 


